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President’s Message
Ah, June. The days are long, the lakes are warming up and the vaccine is
flowing. It feels like Camosun’s pandemic year (actually 16 months) is finally
winding down, and with all due respect to summer instructors, most CCFA
members are winding down too. This is Scheduled Development’s primary
season, and I imagine most SD projects are less frantic and more enjoyable
than last year’s. Myself, I just completed a week of field instruction with
Environmental Technology students, and no amount of hand sanitizer could
dilute the pleasure of teaching in person again. I’m left with some marking, some CCFA loose
ends to tie up, and then vacation. Here’s hoping it will be more or less free of work this time.
I’m at a bit of a loss for content this issue. Most of what I have to say went into my recent AGM

Organizing Action……………...…4 report and my last report to the Board of Governors. CCFA business carries on, of course. We
Camosun Climate Coalition ...5 continue to handle regular faculty inquiries and pandemic fallout. We hear that mediation of our

CCFA Executive Contacts………8

Labour Board application may begin soon, at last, via the Federation of Post-Secondary
Educators (FPSE), though details remain unclear. We are working with the college to promote a
smooth return to campus. There are still many, many meetings. We need to remain alert as the
college makes its fall plans, but we share the goal of that going well, and I am guardedly
optimistic that it will. Blair says that PD applications that include travel are being accepted again.
Normalcy looms.

SAVE THE DATES

Last week, I participated in the FPSE Presidents’ retreat – two full days of Zoom, and far less
glamourous than it sounds. FPSE seems to be rebuilding after a period of some chaos, and my
successor, Lynelle Yutani, will surely contribute to that. In fact, I’m feeling great about the whole
incoming CCFA Executive team. I look forward to watching from my Past President’s chaise
lounge as Lynelle and her crew guide this ship.
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Being the CCFA treasurer.…….7
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Summer PD Meetings
June 29 & August 10
The CCFA Office will be
closed on Fridays for the
summer.

For now, one last time, thanks to everyone who contributes to the CCFA, from outgoing CMC
Chair Frank, who gave three years of massive service, through our stalwart office staff Peg and
Laurence, right down to each of you that reads our emails and attends general meetings.
Member engagement is the lifeblood of any union. It has been a pleasure to watch CCFA
participation grow during my time as President, and a privilege to serve in that role.

- Chris Ayles, Geographer & President (for now)
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Reflections of an Outgoing Member at Large
I’ll be brutally honest: prior to last year I was one of those faculty that tended to always hit delete on emails that came through
from the CCFA and I had never attended a CCFA AGM (I feel guilty about that now). Yes, of course, I was aware that some of my
wages went towards CCFA union dues and that there were folks working on behalf of faculty members to create collective
agreements, solve work related disputes, etc. but it somehow didn’t really capture my imagination. In fact I don’t think I cracked
open the collective agreement once since I started working at the College in 2007.
Then in Fall 2019 along came a silly skirmish with my departmental leadership related to attendance of a scientific conference
during the academic year. It was a trifling matter really but before I knew it I was being sternly summoned in to an official meeting
with the Dean and Associate Dean. Somewhere in the Dean’s email it was mentioned that I could bring a representative of the
CCFA if I wished. My first instinct was “nah, I got this” but then I realized I was not really sure how much trouble I was in and that
there was no real downside in summoning some CCFA support. I contacted Chris Ayles who immediately put my mind at ease that
I had made the right call. I met Chris and Frank to explain my situation and must say that it was heart-warming to know that these
guys really were on my side.
The subsequent meeting with the Dean proved to be uneventful as I had hoped. Having Chris as my wingman during the meeting
may have had a lot to do with this. The whole saga made me realize how appreciative I was for CCFA support. Even though I do
not think of myself as administratively inclined it didn’t take too much cajoling for Chris to get me to agree to serve on the CCFA
Executive for 2020/21 as a member at large (he is a great “cajoler” by the way).
The biweekly meetings and regular email communications throughout this year have been eye opening to say the least. I really
had no idea about how many balls the CCFA has to juggle at the same time! It’s a delicate balance having to represent members
who often have vastly different opinions about what they want the CCFA to stand for. The Exec had a great mix of folks from all
over the College with an impressive mix of experience, skills and views. I am not really a “meeting guy” but I must say I enjoyed
the online Zoom meetings more than I had expected. The conversations were forthright but always respectful and often
humourous.
The COVID pandemic has placed extra stresses on all of us including the CCFA and the potentially contentious issue of a dues
increase was on the radar right at the start of my term. I was immensely impressed by how the Exec navigated this and the
support from the membership at the AGM on this was highly gratifying. It’s great to know you have the trust of the members. I’m
in admiration of all the CCFA Exec for all their hard work behind the scenes. If you are interested in being part of the Exec then
becoming a member at large is an excellent way to get a taste of what the CCFA is all about. I won’t be deleting CCFA emails or
missing AGMs in the future, I promise!

- Tony Webster, CSEE & Member-at-Large

The Library Video Cassettes are Retiring!
After decades of service to Camosun faculty, students, and staff, the Library Video tape (VHS) collection is retiring. If there is
a specific title that you would like to adopt, or if there is a title you still use in class or is not otherwise available and needs to
be retained please contact Media Librarian Ally Flynn before June 30th, 2021.
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A Year in the School of COVID
Friends, I’m watching the vaccination rates go up and the death rates go down. Maybe it really is beginning to end.
What a long, strange year it’s been, and like most experiences I would say no to if asked, this one has taught me some
stuff.
The Interwebs
The Internet is the greatest invention since electricity. I humbly salute the wondrous sorcery by which I can talk with
students (or at least their avatars), order books (see below), and visit with far-away family, all from my kitchen table.
The Internet is also a black hole wherein a mature, educated person can be brought to the brink of nervous collapse by
trying to fill out a tax form, or even find the bloody form. Also, dreaming in pixels at this point.
Technology
I adore my laptop. I despise my laptop.
Books
Gotta have them. And I do, but I got nervous about running out, despite the mathematical unlikelihood of that disaster.
While others stockpiled toilet paper, I treated Munro’s and Russell Books as emergency services, especially when the
library was closed. A closed library gives me a bad feeling.

Views
Another must-have. Finnerty Cove, Ross Bay, the Inner Harbor. After peering at my laptop screen for hours and hours
and hours (see above), I needed the long view. Often, I found myself standing at the living room window, sipping tea,
watching the world. The old man who walks his little dog twice a day, patiently allowing Fido to sniff every sidewalk
crack and tree trunk. The guy across the street who spent the first months of the shutdown creating a garden.
Squirrels. Crows. Traffic. Life.
Solitude
I’m a natural introvert, gregarious in company but mostly alone and happy that way. In fact, I’ve been training for social
isolation all of my life. When the directive came to stay home, I knew my moment had come. On the other hand, I have
seriously undervalued the human face.
Work
Sometimes, work is a salvation. I might have lost my mind entirely without tasks to complete. Writing grievances,
making soup, constructing assignments, cleaning out closets—concentrating on projects has helped to ward off the
existential dread that comes of knowing a handshake could kill someone.
But work can also be a drag. I will not—I cannot—work at this pace again. My summer plan is to behave like a
recovering invalid. Read, sleep, eat, stroll, repeat. I hope you also will find repose. A year of living anxiously makes you
vulnerable. Take care of yourself.

- Kelly Pitman, CNC Chair
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Organizing Action (by 2 White Women)
CCFA members, like the larger community,
have been processing the events of the past
year. We have borne witness to repeated and
ongoing acts of violence, systemic racism,
and inequities both globally and locally.
Our personal and professional lives have
been impacted. For many, especially IBPOC
(Indigenous, Black, People of Colour)
colleagues and students, the year has dealt
trauma after trauma on top of the ongoing
impacts of colonial violence.
"3" by Philip N. Cohen is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

We acknowledge and are grateful to our colleagues in Eyēʔ Sqȃ’lewen and other individuals across the
college who have devoted many years of their time and expertise to cultural awareness, cultural
competency, and anti-racism work.
For those of us who are white (as the two of us are), it may be new and uncomfortable to acknowledge and
reflect on the impacts of institutional racism and systemic racism. This includes the privileges that aspects of
our identities (e.g., whiteness, heteronormativity, masculinity) may afford us, as well as the disadvantages
that racialized group members may experience. We may wonder how we can learn more, or what we can do
to make actionable change in our professional lives as educators.
In the coming months, we will collect and share resources here in the Confluence related to anti-racism and
dismantling white supremacy. We aim to bring practical and implementable information for CCFA members
to engage with and draw upon.
We do not consider ourselves experts of anti-racism work, nor are we scholars of critical race theory.
However, we expect to take part in intentional, sustained, and pro-active efforts to dismantle institutional
and systemic white supremacy in our professional practices. There will be no single wise practice; the
learning will be varied, complicated, and sometimes painful.
To start our anti-oppression journey, we will be reading and reflecting on the following resources, kindly
recommended by colleagues already engaged in this work. We hope you will join us.


Wilson, Kory. “Reconciliation in Post-Secondary Education Requires Courage and Humility: PostSecondary Education was Built on a Foundation of Exclusion. Educators Must Park their Fear, Face their
Biases, and Create Systemic Change.” Policy Options. Published February 18, 2021.



DiAngelo, Robin. “White Fragility” International Journal of Critical Pedagogy 3, no. 3 (2011): 54-70

Do you want to be involved or be consulted? Please let us know.

Robbyn Lanning (Librarian) and Sue Doner (eLearning & Member-at-large)
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Camosun College Climate Coalition
Just over a year ago, the Federation of Post-Secondary Educators (FPSE) created an ad hoc
committee to address the climate emergency. A meeting of several interested presidents
and reps from each of FPSE’s local faculty associations was convened. The purpose was to
find out what meaningful climate action initiatives were taking place at the locals and how
FPSE could support them. Our president, Chris, called a meeting for interested CCFA
members to discuss this initiative.
It soon became clear that we wanted to increase the profile of the climate emergency and
take meaningful actions to address it here at Camosun. We recruited people from other
areas of the college (management, CUPE, students), and called ourselves the Camosun
College Climate Coalition (C4). We have been meeting monthly and are working on the
following...



Sustainability Plan

We began by studying the College's current sustainability plan, which expires this year. This plan outlines objectives in four
areas; food, waste, energy, and transportation. We also studied plans from other institutions (including UBC, BCIT, SFU and
UVic). These other plans provided new ideas and also revealed gaps in ours. We have proposed a new section for the
college's sustainability plan climate action. It would include initiatives such as declaring a climate emergency, hiring a
permanent sustainability manager, measuring our entire carbon foot print, replacing green house gas emitting building
systems, exploring education opportunities, and working with other groups.



Divestment

We began exploring the process for divestment from fossil fuels by the Camosun College Foundation (UVic has recently
implemented a major divestment initiative). Our inquiries into the Foundation's fossil fuel investments have not yet been
answered.



Climate Emergency Declaration

More than 7000 colleges and universities throughout the world have signed letters declaring a climate emergency. We have
recommended such a declaration here at Camosun. We were gratified when the Board of Governors recently passed a
motion to study climate emergency declaration language and implementation. The acting Sustainability Manager has
created a plan to engage the larger college community in this project.



Strategic Plan

Corner Post 4 of Camosun’s official Strategic Plan is 'Sustainability for the Environment and Society,' with the goal of
providing leadership on social, economic and environmental issues. The Strategic Plan is due to be renewed soon and we are
examining how we could strengthen this pillar.



Plant-Based Food Choices

A subcommittee of C4 is exploring ways to raise the profile of plant based food options at all of the College's food services.
C4 is a dedicated and engaged group of people working on these initiatives. As they are completed, we will be pursuing
others. Through this work we intend not only to help reduce our own impact on the climate, but also to highlight and take
advantage of the opportunities that arise for and from addressing climate change. You are welcome to join us.

Marty Donatelli, Psychology & Camosun College Climate Coalition
donatellim@camosun.bc.ca
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Contract Cheating
Over the last number of years there has been an increase in contract cheating, with many “homework” support sites
popping up on the internet. Two of the best-known sites are Chegg and CourseHero. These companies offer many
services—answer keys to publisher materials, low cost textbook rentals, study guides and “tutoring” services where answers
are given to questions posed. To fully access the services students need to pay a monthly subscription – typically around
$15 / month. The monthly fee allows student to upload a question set provided by an instructor. It is well known that some
students submit exams and can get answers in real-time.
These sites enable contract cheating, a violation of academic integrity. As well, if a student shares instructor created
materials they are using copyrighted material without permission.
There are some approaches we could take that might help minimize the use or at least signal our knowledge of the
situation.

Academic Integrity
The use of these sites to get answers to exams, quizzes or homework assignments is a breach of several specific elements of
the college’s Academic Integrity policy:
 Acting unethically/dishonestly in a test or examination.
 Cheating.
 Improper access.
 Unauthorised co-operation or collaboration/collusion.
Actions:
1. Refer to the library’s new online guide for students, which provides more information and the consequences of contract
cheating.
2. Watch for CETL resources and learning opportunities to help instructors address academic integrity with students.

Copyright
It’s up to the copyright owner to assert their rights. If an instructor believes their materials have been posted, only they can
request a take-down notice. Camosun is licensed to use their materials but is not the copyright holder.
Actions:

1. Instructors can familiarize themselves with popular cheating sites and monitor them for copyrighted material. In most
cases the site reveals enough for free to determine whether a copyright infraction has occurred.

2. Watch for the publication by Camosun’s Copyright Office of a new guide for faculty on protecting their intellectual property rights, including information on how to submit a takedown notice to Chegg, CourseHero and other sites, as well as
advice for alerting students to copyright and academic integrity issues on course outlines and materials.

Articles of interest
https://www.ubyssey.ca/news/more-students-may-have-cheated-with-chegg/
https://www.usf.edu/ethics/faculty/chegg.aspx
https://guides.dml.georgetown.edu/c.php?g=904530&p=6510961
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/02/05/study-finds-nearly-200-percent-jump-questions-submitted-chegg-afterstart-pandemic

- Sybil Harrison, Learning Services
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On Being the CCFA Treasurer
It has been an interesting year for me as the Treasurer of CCFA. I have learned a lot and have
enjoyed every minute. I would like to thank the members of CCFA for putting their trust in me for
this role, as well as Peg Ford and Laurence Toffoletto for their guidance as I learned the ropes.
For those of you that are not aware, Peg and Laurence work in the CCFA office and ensure
smooth operations on our behalf. I would also like to thank the members of the CCFA Executive
team who have supported me. I learn from asking questions and challenging the status quo, so
their patience and indulgence have been wonderful.
We have accomplished three major things this year. First, we passed our annual financial audit (as usual). Second,
we ensured that the CCFA’s financial assets were invested in an appropriate manner. Last, we approved an
increase to the union dues paid by our members. I want to thank everyone who attended the CCFA Annual
General Meeting to voice their opinions and vote on this important decision. The change in union dues will ensure that we have the resources to sustainably do the necessary work on behalf of our members: all of you!

- Mandy Hayre, Dental Hygiene & Treasurer

Highlights from the Teaching and Learning
Conversation Cafe
On May 19, faculty from across Camosun met to share their surprises and challenges looking back on this past
year, and to look forward to teaching and learning in a post-pandemic world. Please see these links:
 Summary notes (longer version).
 Key points (shorter version).
We hope you find these reflections inspirational. Also, check out the ever-growing collection of amazing faculty
stories that our colleague Emily Schudel is gathering.

- Submitted by Martha McAlister on behalf of the Teaching and Learning Council: Emily
Schudel, Deidre Murphy, Anne Borrowman, Robin Fast, Kari Jones, Alexis Martfeld, Kristin
Ross, Asha Rao and Laura Hadwin
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Your 2020-21 Executive
Chris Ayles

A&S

President

Jeanne Puritch

HHS

Vice President

Frank Jankunis

A&S

Contract Management Chair

Kelly Pitman

A&S

Contract Negotiating Chair

Blair Fisher

A&S

PD Chair

Chrisa Hotchkiss

Learning Services

Mandy Hayre

HHS

Ian Browning

T&T, A&S

Sue Doner

Learning Services

Tony Webster

CSEE

Secretary
Treasurer

Member At Large
Member At Large
Member At Large

CCFA Administrative Services
Our office (Y221) is open remotely Monday – Friday

Phone: 250-370-3655
Peg Ford & Laurence Toffoletto

www.camosunfaculty.ca
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